**Stem-And-Leaf Plots**

After careful review of the **BANA BRAILLE CODES UPDATE 2007, pages N16-N22**, I have several questions regarding the FORMAT (placement/margin in effect) for the stem-and-leaf plot where it applies to:

1). Numerated items?
2). Numerated items with sub-items?
3). Under directions before a numerated item?

I am aware that the **new section, §196**, informs the transcriber that **BRAILLE FORMATS, Rule 8**, is used to create this **Specialized Table**. Is it presumed that **ALL Stem-And-Leaf Plots** are to start in the MARGIN regardless of the Nemeth Code Book?

Braille Formats does NOT govern or discuss these questions that I have raised above, but more importantly, neither does the new section, §196, of the Nemeth Code Book.

Please see the following PRINT PAGE and BRAILLE PAGE examples provided below. Your input would be a great deal of help in trying to stay Consistent, as well as applying the proper rules.
BRAILLE EXAMPLE 1.

Stem-And-Leaf Plot started in the MARGIN.

Stem: Practice

Dizzell's quiz scores are: 10, 11, 12, 13, 21, and 35.

Stem-and-leaf plot has 9 data: 10, 11, 12, 13, 21, 35.
BRAILLE EXAMPLE 2.
Stem-And-Leaf Plot in MARGIN-IN-EFFECT.

## Stem-And-Leaf Practice

### Demotivator's Quiz Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Leaf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Example Plot

- Represents data
- Visual representation of scores
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